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rN THE COURT OF THE SESSIONS JUDGE, UDALGURI

Sessions Case No. 62(R)l2OL4
(Arising out of G.R. Case No. 1508/2013)

u I s L47 I L48 I 326 I 302rPC

PRESENT: Sri Chatra Bhukhan Gogoi, MA.LLB AJS,

Commifted by:-JMFC, Udalguri,

Charge framed on: -6.5.2019

State of Assam
-Vs -

Tinku Orang....Accused person.

Date of Recording Evidence on -11.6.14, L8.6.14, t.7.L4,28.8.L4,6.6.2015.

Date of Hearing Argument on -3.3.2020,

Date of Delivering the Judgment on -06-1L-2020.

Appearance:

Advocate for the State--------Mrs. A. Basumatary, Ld. P.P.

Advocate for the Accused-----Mr. J.K.Brahma, Ld. Advocate.

JUqGMENT

1. The brief fact, of the prosecution case, as enumerated in the FIR is that on 30.12.2012

at about 8-30 to 9 PM accused persons named in the FIR allegedly caused serious

injury on Paldel Serpa, the brother of informant, in front of his house by assaulting

him with lathi, dao etc. Hence the case.

2. Following the information, Mazbat police station registered a case being Mazbat P.S.

case No.45lLZUlS L471L481326 IPC. In the meantime, however, injured expired. So,

on the basis of prayer made by I.O. vide order dated 2.1.20L3 the then learned Chief

Judicial Magistrate, Udalguri allowed adding of Section 302 IPC.

3. During the course of investigation, police visited the place of occurrence, recorded the

statements of the witnesses U/S 161 Cr.P.C., did inquest, drew sketch map, did the

post-mortem, arrested the accused persons and finally on completion of investigation

laid the charge sheet against accused Siraj Bhumiz, Mangal Bhumiz, Jiten Orang, Tinku

Orang, Ram Orang and Lirga Orang UIS L471L4813261302 IPC, however, showing

accused Siraj Bhumiz, Tinku Orang, and Lirga Orang as absconders. On the other

hand, having found no materials, Niren Bhumiz, Subhash, Kachari and Debananda
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4. In the course of time, learned Magistrate issued process against the accused persons

and on being appeared in court, committed the case record to the court of Sessions

for trial against accused Siraj Bhumiz, Mangal Bhumiz and liten Orang but having

failed to execute the warrant of arrest and P & A, case against accused Tinku Orang,

Ram Orang and Lirga Orang were kept filed.

Receiving the case record on committal, the then Sessions Judge framed charges

against accused Siraj Bhumiz, Mangal Bhumiz and Jiten Orang UIS L4813261302[PC.

Particulars of the offences on being read over and explained accused pleaded not

guilty and claimed trial.

In the course of trial, prosecution examined as many as 10 (ten) witnesses namely-

Kalpana Dahanga as PW1, Gita Lama as PW 2, Rudra Biswas as P W 3, Alomony

Bhumiz as PW 4, Nuri Serpa as PW 5, Rakesh Lama as PW 6, Dr. Palash Mani Keot as

PW 7, Nima Serpa as PW 8, Sarat Ch. Das as PW 9 and Dipak Das as PW 10.

On conclusion of prosecution evidence, accused were examined U/S 313 Cr.P.C. but,

finally the then learned Sessions Judge vide judgment and order dated 26.8.2015

acquitted all the three accused persons from the charges UIS L48l326l302IPC on the

ground of benefit of doubt.

Subsequent to the said judgment of acquittal, the case record has again been

committed by learned Judicial Magistrate, Udalguri against accused Tinku Orang for

trial after securing his presence in coutt.

Receiving the case record on committal, my predecessor after hearing the learned

lawyers appearing for both sides and perusing the materials on record vide order

dated 6.5.2019 framed charges UIS t471L4813261302 IPC against accused Tinku

Orang. Particulars of the offences on being read over and explained accused pleaded

not guilty and claimed trial. Thereafter, vide order dated 27.6.20L9, based on petition

No.1067/19 filed by learned P.P. my predecessor accepted the submission of the

prosecution and decided not to examine the witnesses afresh but directed the

prosecution to summon the witnesses already examined by prosecution for their re-

cross-examination. Accordingly, processes were issued against the witnesses but none

of the witnesses appeared in couft. Subsequently, based on petition No.1417119 filed

by learned defence counsel, vide order dated 22.8.2019 my predecessor again

accepted the submission of the defence to treat the evidence of the prosecution

witnesses recorded earlier as the evidence and cross-examination for the present

accused Tinku Orang and accordingly, re-cross-examination of the prosecution

witnesses were closed and on the same date. Thereafter, accused Tinku Orang was
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examined U/S 313 Cr.P.C. But he denied the prosecution evidence as false and refused

to adduce defence evidence.

10. It is to be noted that the entire exercise by my learned predecessor deem to have

been made UIS 2gg Cr.P.C. even though the order dated 27.6.20L9 and 22.8.2019 did

not reflect this fact. As per Section 299(1) Cr.P.C. couft can record evidence in the

absence of accused when accused has absconded, and that there is no immediate

prospect of his arrest or appearance in court and in the event of arrest of such person

the evidence adduced in his absence can be used against him provided that the

deponent is dead or incapable of giving evidence or cannot be found or his presence

cannot be procured without an amount of delay, expense or inconvenience'

11. In the present case, as discussed above, my predecessor has resofted the spirit of

Section 299 Cr.P.C. without reference of Section 299 Cr.P.C. in the aforesaid two

orders and on perusal of the said two orders it is seen that the presence of the

witnesses could not be procured without an amount of delay, expenses or

inconvenience. So, flnally their cross-examination have been discarded and accused

was examined U/S 313 Cr.P.C.

12. In the previous judgment, charges were framed against accused Siraj Bhumiz, Mangal

Bhumiz and Jiten Orang UIS L48l326l3OZ IPC and they were acquitted holding that

prosecution has failed to establish the case against them beyond all reasonable doubt.

But, against the present accused my learned predecessor has framed charges U/S

L47l!4g13261302 IPC by adding one section more. However, in the final count,

treated the evidence already examined by the prosecution as evidence against the

present accused Tinku Orang and then accused was examined U/S 313 Cr.P.C.

accordingly. The defence plea of the accused is total denial of the prosecution case.

13. Points for determination:-

(i) Whether on 30.12.2012 at about 8-30/9 PM accused Tinku Orang was a member of

unlawful assembly and in prosecution of the common object of such assembly

committed rioting punishable UIS L47 IPC?

(ii) Whether on the same day, time and place Tinku Orang being a member of

unlawful assembly and in prosecution of the common object of such assembly armed

with deadly weapon like lathi, dao etc did commit the offence of rioting to cause the

death of Paldel Serpa and committed offence punishable U/S 148 IPC?

(iii) Whether on the same day, time and place Tinku Orang in prosecution of the

common object voluntarily caused grievous hurt to Paldel Serpa by means of a lathi,

dao etc and thereby committed offence punishable u/s 326 IPC?
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I (iv) Whether on the same day, time and place Tinku Orang in prosecution of the

common object, committed murder by intentionally causing the death of Paldel Serpa

and thereby committed offence punishable U/S 302 IPC?

14. Discussion, Decision and reasons for such decision:-

I have heard the strenuous arguments advanced by the earned lawyers appearing for

both sides.

15. The learned P.P. appearing for the State submitted that the couft may pass judgment

after appreciating the evidence available on record.

16. On the other hand, the learned defence counsel arduously contended that since this

couft already acquitted three accused persons from the charges UIS t481326/302 IPC

after appreciating the evidence available on record and since no new evidence has

been adduced by the prosecution against the present accused, so, based on the same

set of evidence the present accused is also entitled to acquittal. Though Section 147

IPC has been additionally framed in the present case but, in the absence of

examination of any new witnesses no new evidence has emerged against the present

accused UIS 147 IPC to hold him guilty. It is fufther contended that in the previous

judgment, the court recorded the judgment of acquittal against three of the accused

after in depth examination of the evidence on record. Therefore, the present accused

being placed in the same footing is also entitled to the same benefit of doubt as there

is no fresh implicating evidence against accused Tinku Orang except the evidence

already examined by the prosecution.

L7.In the aforesaid backdrop, this court is required to examine the evidence and

documents of the prosecution carefully to asceftain as to whether prosecution has

been able to substantiate the charges against the present accused for sustaining

conviction U I S L47 I L4813261302 IPC.

18. PW.1, Kalpana Dahanga, stated before the court that she knows the complainant as

well as accused persons. The incident took place in the last December at about 8.30

PM. Hearing commotion, she went out and saw Lirga Orang cut Palden Lama by a

dagger. She saw the occurrence by her own eyes. Palden was immediately taken to

hospital. At that time, her elder sister Gita Lama was also present along with her.

19. Though she has been exposed to long cross-examination but the evidence as regards

the fact that she saw Lirga Orang cutting Palden Lama by a dagger, has remained

unchallenged. It may be noted that said Lirga Orang is declared as absconder. He

could not be brought to coutt to stand trial as accused in this case.

20.PW.2, Gita Lama deposed thatcomplainant is her brother. She knows all the accused

persons. The incident took place on 70.I2.20t2. Her brother Palden used to enjoy in
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I the month of December and during that time, a quarrel took place between her

brother and Niren Bhumiz. In the quarrel, deceased assaulted Niren by means of lathi.

However, accused Jiten Orang raised alarm stating that Palden assaulted Niren and he

sustained severe head injury. Meanwhile, all the family members of Niren i.e. Mangal,

Siraj, Debanand, Subhas etc. reached there. While Debanand and Siraj assaulted his

brother but on being resisted, they fled away. On the other hand, PW.1 Kalpana told

her that some other persons assaulted her bother. She also resisted Debanand and

Siraj from assaulting Palden. Again, she was reported by Kalpana that she saw Lirga

assaulting Palden. It appears the evidence of PW.2 is self-contradictory as she gave

two contradictory version regarding the same story.

21. PW,3, Rudra Biswas and PW.4 Alomony Bhumiz were however, turned hostile as they

refused to divulge anything regarding the incident.

22. PW.S Nuri Serpa stated that he knows the informant as well as accused. On 31,12.12

he went with injured Palden (who is his close relative) to Mission Hospital Tezpur in

connection with the treatment of injured. But unfoftunately Palden died there. So, ASI

Sarat Ch. Das of Kacharigaon O.P. vide GDE No.05 dated 1.1.13 conducted inquest

upon the dead body, where he put his signature as a witness. Ext.1 isthe said inquest

report. Elt.1 (1) is his signature.

23. PW,6, Rakesh Lama, the informant stated that Ext.2 is his ejahar. Ext.2 (1) is his

signature. He also knows the accused persons. The incident took place in the month of

December last year. But he had not seen the incident. He was repofted by his elder

sister Gita that a quarrel took place in their village, where one of the person sustained

injury. He was also informed that the said injured required to be treated urgently.

Accordingly, he took the injured to Mazbat hospital. But on the same night he took the

injured to Mission Hospital and after admitting him in the hospital he returned.

24.PW.7, Dr. Palash Mani Keot stated that on 1.1.13, he was seruing as M. & H.O. at

Kanaklata Civil Hospital, Tezpur. On that day, he conducted post-mortem examination

upon the dead body of Palden Serpa, 42 years male, in reference to Kacharigaon O.P.

GDE No.3 dated 1.1.13 escofted and identifled by Constable-9l4 Prabin Saikia, Nima

Serpa and Nuri Serpa, On examination, he found the following:-

EXTRANAL APPEAM.NCE:-

Dead body of an average build person of age around 42 years is examined. Rigor-

moftis present.

Lacerated injury 6 x 1 cm over the veftex stitched with silk. Abrasion 1 x 1.5 cm over

forehead. Abdomen bilateral plastic pipe drain seen in both flanks. A Foley catheter
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seen in left side of upper abdomen. A longitudinal incision undrain incision from

epigastria to hypogastria stitch with silk and covered by bandage. No mark of ligature

on neck dissection.

Scalp, Skull, veftebrae- Lacerated injury 6 x 1 cm over the vertex of length 6 x 1 cm

stitched with silk. Abrasion 1 x 1.5 cm over forehead.

Plenty of blood and blood clots seen in cranial cavity.

Membrane- are lacerated in the anterior cranial fossa.

Brain <ontusion of cerebral parendymal tissue are seen in between the sulci and

gyro and inside the brain matters..

Liver, Spleen, Kidneys- healthy.

Bladder- mucosa healthy and empty.

Walls- Incisional would about 20 cm length in the midline stitched with silk. Rectus

sheik and peritoneum also stitched.

Peritoneum- Pipe drain in both flanks fixed with silk. Left is pouch of Douglas and right

is the hepatorenal pouch.

Mouth, pharynx, esophagus- a folupcathetes 16 Fr in the left side abdomen. Foley is

kept as a fudging tube in the jejunum. Minimal blood mixed peritoneal fluid seen. .

Stomach and its contents- contains half-digested food materials.

More detailed description of injuries: - the injuries described are ante-moftem in

nature and about 12 -24 hours old.

The doctor opined that death is due to shock as a result of head injury. Ext.3 is his

post-moftem repoft and Ext.3(1) is his signature.

25. PW.8, Nima Serpa stated that she know the accused persons present in the dock. The

incident occurred at about two years back but he had not witnessed the incident,

Deceased is his own brother. While the deceased was admitted in Tezpur Mission

hospital he was informed by one Rakesh Lama and Nuri Serpa that accused persons

caused severe injury to his brother Palden and as such Palden was admitted in the

hospital. But on his way to hospital he got the news that his brother passed away.

During inquest of the dead body he put signature in inquest repoft. Ext.1 is the said

inquest. Ext.1(2) is his signature.

26. PW.9, Sarat Ch. Das the ASI of police stated that On 24.7.08, while he was posted as

SI of police, he in reference to Kacharigaon O.P. GDE No.03 dated 1.1.13 conducted

inquest on the dead body of Palden Serpa in presence of witnesses Dima Serpa and

Nuri Serpa. Ext.1 is the inquest report. En.1(3) is his signature.
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27.PW.10, Dipak Das, SI of police of Mazbat P,S. stated that on 3L.L2.12 while he was

posted as an attach officer at Mazbat P.S. having received an ejahar from Rakesh

Lama the then O/C, Nabin Baruah entrusted him to investigate the case. Accordingly,

he visited the place of occurrence, prepared sketch map (Ext.4), recorded the

statement of witnesses, arrested accused persons, collected the post-mortem report

from Tezpur Kacharigaon P.O.P. After completion of investigation he filed charge-sheet

against accused Mangal Bhumiz, Siraj Bhumiz, Jiten Orang UIS t47lL48l326l302TPC.

28. In his evidence he stated that witness Rudra Biswa stated to him that in the last night

about 8.30 PM Siraj Bhumiz, Mangal Bhumiz, Pinku Orang, Ram Orang, Lirga Orang

etc. assaulted Palden by means of fist blow and kick causing him severe injury, Then

he was admitted at Mazbat hospital. Ext.6 is the statement of Rudra Biswa. Ext.6(1) is

his signature.

29. The other witness Almoni Bhumiz stated to him that Palden Serpa caused severe injury

to her husband Niren Bhumiz and went out with Jiten. Then Jiten raised alarm stating

that Palden assaulted Niren. Accordingly, their maternal uncle Mangal Bhumiz, Siraj,

Jiten and some other people killed Palden. Her husband Niren sustain injury on his

face. Later on, she came to know that Palden also sustained severe injury and lying in

hospital for treatment. Ext,7 is the statement of Almoni BHumiz. Ext,7(1) is his

signature.

30. Now on perusal of the judgment dated 26-08-2015, passed by my learned

predecessor, it appears that all the three accused persons namely- Mangal Bhumij,

Siraj Bhumij and Jiten Orang were acquitted from the charges under Section 302 IPC.

Even though my learned predecessor did not discuss anything in the judgment as to

whether accused were acquitted from the other two charges under Section L481326

IPC or not but given the judgment, it is presume that all the three accused namely

Mangal Bhumij, Siraj Bhumij and Jiten Orang deemed to have been acquitted from

these charges as well.

31. In the said judgment my learned predecessor specifically recorded that PW2 adduced

contradictory evidence as to the incident. So, her evidence cannot be relied on. In one

hand, she deposed that accused Debanand and Siraj assaulted deceased and she

interuened. On the other hand, she again stated that she was reported by PWl who

saw accused Lirga Orang assaulting deceased in which PW1 intervened. Therefore,

she has adduced two sets of contradictory evidence. It was also recorded in the

judgment that PW3 Rudra Biswa Sarmah and PW4 Alomoni Bhumij were declared

hostile. So, their depositions have no evidentiary value. It is also observed that though

PW7 Dr. Palash Mani Keot who did the postmoftem examination of deceased Palden



Serpa found lacerated injury measuring 6x1 cm over the veftex and abrasion

measuring 1x1.5 cm over forehead and opined that death occurred as a result of

shock due to head injury. Since there was no eye witness to the alleged occurrence

and the so called evidence of PW1 and PW2 also found inherently contradictory and

inconsistent, my learned predecessor on final count acquitted all the accused persons

from the aforesaid charges. It is to be noted that in the said trial the present accused

Tinku Orang was not present because at the time of submitting charge sheet the I/O

Tinku Orang along with one Sri Ram Orang and Lirga Orang were shown as

absconders. But subsequently, police brought accused Tinku Orang and he faced the

trial alone.

32. When case was committed for trial, my learned predecessor, framed the charges

under Section 1471t48130261302 against accused Tinku Orang and posted the case

for prosecution evidence. However, finally prosecution did not examine any fresh

witness as the learned P.P. submitted a petition No. 1067/19 on 27-06-2019, stating

that examination of witnesses afresh is not necessary. The evidence already examined

by prosecution is sufficient in the case accordingly fufther prosecution evidence was

closed after giving an oppoftunity to accused to cross-examine the prosecution

witnesses afresh. However, on 22-Q8-2019, defence counsel filed petition No, 1417/19

stating that defence is also not willing to cross-examine the prosecution witnesses and

expressed the desire not to examine any defence witness vide the same Order dated

22-08-20L9, Cross-examination of prosecution witnesses as well as defence evidence

being closed, accused was examined under Section 313 Cr.P.C. and case was posted

for argument.

33. In the context of the arguments already advanced by learned P.P, as well as the

learned defence counsel and in the backdrop of the above stated facts this Couft after

careful and dispassionate examination of the entire evidence, comes to a definite

conclusion that prosecution has miserably failed to substantiate the charge against

accused Tinku Orang for recording judgment of conviction against him under Section

L47lL48l326l302IPC. The reasons for such conclusion is as under:-

I) The name of accused Tinku Orang finds place in the FIR, Elt-1 as one of the

accused.

II) The FIR was lodged by one Rakesh Lama who stated in the FIR that on 30-12-2012

at about 08.30 pm to 9 pm accused Niren Bhumij, Mangal Bhumij, Siraj Bhumij,

Debanand Bhumij, Kachari, Tinku Bhumij and Ram Bhumij equipped with lathi, dao

etc, assaulted his brother Palden Serpa causing severe injuries on his head.
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III) But on examination of evidence of informant Rakesh Lama as PW6 it is seen that

he had not specifically mentioned in his evidence who in fact assaulted deceased

Palden Serpa rather he clearly stated that incident occurred in the month of December

but he had not seen the incident. He was reported only by his sister Geeta that there

was a quarrel, therefore, as alleged in the FIR, PW6 in his evidence in Couft all though

failed to present a clear picture who were the culprits involved not to speak of

mentioning the name of any of the culprit involved in the crime including Tinku Orang.

34. On the other hand PW1 Smti. Kalpana Dahanga deposed that incident occurred at

about 8.30 pm in the month of December and hearing halla when she came out she

saw one Lirga Orang gave a straight blow at Palden Lama with a Khukri but she has

not stated anything about any specific role played by the present accused Tinku

Orang. PW2 Geeta Lama also deposed that the incident occurred on 20-L2-20L2.

According to her, her brother Palden had a quarrel with one Niren and in the process

her brother gave two lathi blows to Niren so there was hue and cry. Then accused

Jiten Orang send a message in the entire village that Palden assaulted Niren. Hearing

about this fact, all the family members of Niren namely Mangal, Siraj, Debanand and

Subash came out and then Debanand and Siraj assaulted Palden, She then intervened,

later on, she stated that PW1 Kalpana reported her that her brother was assaulted by

another person but she had seen only Debanand and Sirai assaulting her brother

however, Kalpana deposed that she saw Lirga assaulting her brother.

35. Therefore, it crystallizes that none of PWl and PW2 had mentioned the name of

present accused regarding his complexity in the alleged crime in any manner.

Moreover, the evidence of PW2 is inherently contradictory and inconsistent as she had

given two different versions, one is that she saw Debanand and Siraj assaulting her

brother and the other is that Kalpana, PW1 reported her that her brother was

assaulted by another person by name Lirga. Therefore, there is clear inconsistency

and contradiction in the version of PW2 which proves the fact that she was not an eye

witness to the occurrence as claimed by her, Nonetheless, she has not mentioned the

name of present accused Tinku Orang in the alleged incident.

36. PW3 Rudra Biswa Sarma and PW4, Alomoni Bhumij also refused to divulge the truth

in Court on oath as both PW3 and PW4 were declared hostile. Even though they were

cross-examined by the prosecution witness Rudra Biswa Sarma denied that he stated

before I/O that the incident occurred at about 08.30 pm, Palden was assaulted by

Biraj Bhumij, Mangal Bhumij, Tinku Orang, Ram Orang, Niren Orang and Jiten Orang.

However, when defence cross-examined him he stated that he did not state those



facts before police. AS such, it is crystal clear that the evidence of pW3 Rudra Biswa
Sarma is clearly hostile against prosecution and as such his evidence is of no use for
the prosecution.

37. Similar is the position in the case of PW4, Alomoni Bhumij. When she was cross-
examined by prosecution she denied that she stated before the I/O that her husband
was assaulted by Palden then Jiten coming out to the road shouting that he was
assaulted by Palden. Then her maternal uncle Mangal Bhumij, Siraj, Jiten etc,
assaulted Palden causing severe injuries and he was taken to hospital for treatment.
So the evidence of PW4, Alomoni Bhumij also bears no significance particularly she
could not adduce any direct implicating evidence against accused Tinku Orang.

38. Now on examination of the evidence of PW5 Niren Serpa, pW8, Nima Serpa it appears
that they were also not eye witness as in their evidence-in-chief, they stated that they
had not seen the incident. Therefore, both PW5 and pW8 are clearly not the eye
witness to the alleged occurrence not to speak of mentioning the name of present

accused nnku Orang by any of them.

39. The evidence of PW9, Sarat Chandra Das also do not corroborate as he mentioned
only about conduction of inquest. The evidence of I/O, pW10 was stereotype in
nature. He did not make any serious investigation in the case, he simply stated that he
having entrusted to investigate the case, he visited the place of occurrence, drew
sketch map, arrested accused persons Mangal Bhumij, Siraj Bhumij and Jiten Orang,
and collected postmoftem repoft of deceased from Tezpur Kachari Gaon Out post. But
having found no evidence accused Biraj Bhumij, Subash Bhumij and Debanand Bhum'rj

were not arrested' He further deposed that in spite of best effort he could not arrest
Tinku Orang, Lirga Orang and Ram Orang. So, he submitted charge sheet showing
them absconder but submitted charge sheet against accused Mangal Bhumij, Siraj
Bhumij and Jiten orang under section t47lL48l326l3o2Ipc. The I o failed to collect

any implicating evidence against the present accused Tinku Orang except mentioning

his name in the charge sheet,

40' From the above discussion of the evidence of prosecution witnesses on record it is

seen that there is no credible evidence emerged against accused Tinku Orang to
conclude that accused Tinku Orang by forming an unlawful assembly and equipped
with deadly weapons and with common intention committed the offences in euestion
so as to hold him guilty for the offences and punish him accordingly.

41. The above being the prosecution evidence on record, this Court has no option but to
record the judgment of acquittal against accused Tinku Orang because there is

absolutely no direct credible and trustworthy evidence against him to sustain
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conviction for the offences charged under Section L471L481326/3o2lpc. None of the
ingredients of these offences have been established by prosecution, as such, accused
Tinku Orang is acquitted from the offences charged under Section L47lt4gl3l6l3}z
IPC on the ground of total lack of evidence.

42. Given under my hand and seal of this couft on this 6h day of November 2020 at
Udalguri Court.
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Chatra Bhukhan Gogoi

Sessions Judge, Udalguri



APPENDIX:

Prosecution witnesses:

i) PWl
ii)PW2
iii)PW3
iv)PW4
v)PW5
vi)PW6
vii)PW7
viii) PW8
ix) PW9
x)PW10

Kalpana Dahanga
Geeta Lama
Rudra Biswa Sarmah
Alomoni Bhumij
Nuri Sherpa
Rakesh Lama
Dr. Palash Mani Keot
Nima Sherpa
Sarat Ch. Das
Dipak Das

B) Defence witness: Nil.

C) Exhibits:

i) Ext.1
ii) Ext.2
iii) Ext.3
iv) Ext.4
v) Ext.5
vi) Ext.6
vii) Ext.7

Inquest report
FIR
Post-mortem repoft
Sketch map
Charge-sheet.
Statement of witness Rudra Biswa Sarma
Statement of witness Alomoni Bhumij

Dictated and corrected by me.
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Sessions Judge,
Udalguri


